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More than 100 inspiring recipes and crafts to cook, bake, and create during that precious hour

known as naptime.Every parent knows how magical naptime is-that blissful hour when the house is

quiet and you actually have a few moments to yourself. Now Jamielyn Nye, founder of the popular

blog IHeartNaptime.net and mother of three, is making naptime even more delicious with her highly

anticipated first cookbook. With millions of visitors a month, I Heart Naptime has become a favorite

online destination for readers who can't get enough of Nye's easy, kid-pleasing recipes and

adorable crafts.  From Fluffy Buttermilk Biscuits to BLT Salad with Homemade Buttermilk Ranch

Dressing, One-Pot Cheesy Bacon and Chive Macaroni, and Cookies 'n' Cream Cupcakes, THE I

HEART NAPTIME COOKBOOK features more than 100 recipes that have you covered for any

meal, snack, or sweet craving-and many will even inspire your kids to help in the kitchen! In addition

to recipes, Nye's charming crafts like DIY plates, napkins, and aprons transform any meal into a

celebration and makes it easy to give the perfect gift, from a basket of homemade toffee to birthday

cupcakes. An indispensable resource for home cooks and busy parents, THE I HEART NAPTIME

COOKBOOK will make it easy to answer that age-old question, "What's for dinner?"
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This cookbook is nothing short of amazing. I'm not great in the kitchen, and I always have 4 little

ones helping me cook. The I Heart Naptime Cookbook has simple, easy and delicious recipes. Even

I can make something, and it turns out every time! My kids and I are hooked, and we love turning

the pages to see what we want to try next which is easy to do because each recipe has a picture of

the finished product. The desserts are especially phenomenal. I got told several times that the



caramel crinkle cookies I made were outstanding and that I should sell them. People thought for

sure that it was an old family recipe that had been handed down from generation to generation.

When I told them that I just came across the recipe and had made them for the first time that day

they were shocked. Do yourself a favor. Buy a copy of this book and start cooking!

This cookbook is as beautiful as it is tasty. Every recipe is amazing. My favorite part is the picture

with EVERY recipe so I have an idea of what the food "should" look like when I'm done. There are a

lot of cookbooks out there, but this one is a must have!

Okay, I am not a chef by any stretch, BUT...I do have to put food on the table every night for my

family. I was happy to be sent this ARC in exchange for an honest review because this cookbook is

packed with easy, FAMILY-FRIENDLY (seriously, my kids will actually eat this stuff) ideas I can

crank out in the span of a short hour. My kids no longer nap, but our schedules are tight and

jam-packed, and quick meals are the name of the game! Grab a copy now and thank yourself later!

This cookbook is amazing! I was lucky to be a recipe tester as Jamielyn was fine-tuning her recipes.

The recipes are for food my family will eat and love, but they also quick and easy to make with

normal ingredients already in my pantry. I probably tested about a third of the recipes in the book.

My favorites are the granola (it's seriously out of this world!) and the cookies 'n cream cupcakes

from scratch! I haven't made cupcakes without a boxed cake mix before, but now I won't go back.

Oh, and the lasagna soup! Even my picky 3 year old asked for seconds. I loved all the recipes I

have tried so far. Besides recipes that make me feel like a rock star in the kitchen this cookbook

also has some simple crafts and helpful kitchen/cooking tips. I would highly recommend this

cookbook.

Everything in this book looks incredible. I love that the recipes can all be made in a reasonable

amount of time (I have no time for recipes that take 2+ hours like in some cookbooks). Jamielyn's

conversational tone comes through in her writing and it feels like you're chatting with a friend and

she is telling you how to make her killer recipes. Can't wait to see her next book!

I love this cookbook. Recipes are easy to follow and the additional tips are incredibly helpful. I love

that Jamielyn included pictures of her family as well. It helps me feel like she "gets it" when it comes

to cooking with a house full of little mouths to feed!



I bought my cookbook in the kindle version. I love cooking with my daughter in Kansas and easy to

take with me. I love the pictures. They are easy recipes to follow. I just might have to add this

cookbook to my daughters Christmas list. Very happy with this cookbook.

The I Heart Naptime Cookbook is AMAZING!! I have already tried 2 dessert recipes and 4 dinner

recipes, and 2 breakfast recipes and my family has loved and devoured them all! I can't wait to keep

trying new recipes from this incredible book! Definitely a must buy!!!
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